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Oasis of tranquility



Oasissoft

Creating an environment 
designed to work for you.

The way we work has changed. Tranquility is hard to find in open 

plan offices but Oasis Soft offers a haven of calm, in a range of 

Hub, Booth and Pod designs. 

Oasis Soft is an upholstered product range designed to give a 

softer, homely feel, which provides smart, flexible and adaptable 

spaces for your every need.

The range has been created with soft lines and curves and 

crafted with acoustically absorbent panels. It is an ideal 

environment, versatile for individual and collaborative work as well 

as informal or formal meetings.

From ambient lighting and soft ergonomic seating, to integrated 

technology features and a louver ceiling we can tailor a space 

that is unique to your exact requirements.

Flexibility is vital and each Oasis Soft product can be used to 

work within and around your existing office space.



Oasissoft

Hub

Collaborate, work or socialize.

Collaborative and individual work, without distractions, is 

demanded by the modern day office environment.

Hub comprises of low-level open seating spaces available in 

Solo, Duo and Team size options. Hub works with your existing 

open plan feel, whilst the acoustic panels ensure users gain 

increased privacy.

As a modular system, you can personalize your own space to suit 

your needs with options to include integrated power and data 

sources as well as several stylish sofa and table options. 

Additionally the space can be fully enabled with integrated 

technology features including multi-touch display screens and 

utilization sensors to accurately record the use of your space. 
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Break away from the norm.

A room within a room, the open-fronted booth has no door 

allowing this semi-private space to be used for multiple purposes 

from impromptu meetings to informal breakout sessions.

With its distinctive and functional louver ceiling design, this 

unique Booth allows your fire sprinklers to filter through, meaning 

no additional test requirements are needed.

Booth comes in Duo and Team size variations. Integrated audio, 

video and multimedia options, along with LED ceiling lighting, 

allow you to create the optimum solution for your needs. 

Booth
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Meeting your needs. 

Formal meetings are essential, however at times difficult to bear. 

The Pod has features that can create a more comfortable, private 

experience. From an air circulation fan to a sliding door and 

glazed panels the Pod stays light, airy and fresh.

The Oasis Soft Pod is a fully enclosed space for complete privacy 

and is available in both Duo and Team sizes.

Pod comes with an option to have a multi-touch surface table 

and a user interface which monitors lighting, air circulation and 

allocated time.  With further integrated technology features 

available, the Pod works around you and your meeting.

Pod
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Privacy can be difficult to find in 
a modern open plan office.  

Providing a peaceful environment for phone calls, video 

conferences and a silent retreat for uninterrupted work, the Oasis 

Soft Phone Booth is designed with your office in mind. 

Equipped with top of the range acoustically absorbent materials, 

ambient lighting and an air circulation fan, the space is practical 

and private yet comfortable with the option to stand or sit.

Unlike other systems the Phone Booth has no base and stands 

directly on the floor of your office, making it safe, quick to install 

and easy to relocate.

Phone Booth



Technology

Modernizing the way  
you work. 

Whether you are presenting from a screen, working with a  

multi-touch surface or just require power and data sources,  

the Oasis Soft range has been designed with state of the art, 

integrated technology.

Oasis Soft offers a user-friendly touch screen interface, giving  

you full control of the lighting and air circulation for your comfort 

levels and displaying a meeting timer to ensure everything  

stays on track.

Make the most of your spaces by adding utilization sensors and 

booking apps. These enable a full booking program, optimizing 

occupation and vacancy notification to ensure maximum space 

utilization, monitoring and reporting.



Oasis Soft provides the perfect space for important meetings, phone calls, 

informal breakout and collaborative work. 

The acoustically absorbent multi-layer panel system results in an increase in 

speech privacy by reducing excessive reverberation within the space. The hard 

surface on the panel exterior combined with the 2.5mm rubber layer helps block 

the transmission of unwanted sound from the outside. 

The combination of both absorption and blocking results in a much more 

comfortable working environment.

Acoustic control for peace  
and privacy.

Frem are committed to protecting the environment 
and always aim to manufacture our products using 
only recyclable and sustainable materials.

Frem are FSC accredited, this means all our wood 
products come from well managed and audited 
sources to ensure sustainability.

SustainabilityAcoustics
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